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BATTLEGRUI
Brian Walker

talks to'lone
wolf'
programmer

Derek Smart

one are the days when a single programmer can
sit in his room and create all the design, code,
artwork, sound and testing required to complete

a product. Today' s cutting-edge software product
requires a team of 15-25 specialists working for l2-18
months...' - Wing Commander manual notes published
by Origin Systems.

Origin Systems has apparently never heard of Derek
Smart. Single handedly he's created one the most
startling looking games seen for some time. In fact it
would be more accurate to describe Battlecruiser:
3000AD as a game system.

As the title suggests this game is very much in the

vein of Wing Commander, but with a much stronger
role-playing element. What grabbed me was the sheer

scale of the project - a vast universe with interlinking
scenarios which will appear in the form of 'battlesets'.
The game first came to my attention via a demo that
Derek sent me - the demo itself is remarkable, at least
thirty minutes long and with more digitized speech than
is heard in entire games. To find out more I spoke with
him at his Florida home.

'I've have been working on BC:3000AD on my own
since late 1988, while I was working in London as a
systems consultant. Two months ago I pulled a friend of
mine on-board (Lloyd Pique) to help me because I
wanted to finish it this year. I started designing
Battlestorm: The Aftermath late last year,' says Derek.

Given today's growing development times that
doesn't seem long, but Derek says: 'It has only taken this
long because I was effectively "lone wolfing" it [a term
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used by the computing community for a programmer
who designs, codes and produces a program single-
handedlyl it and I was also moonlighting - not a good
combination.

'I only had about four hours each evening and most
weekends to work on this project. I currently own
practically every flight simulation and role-playing game
ever written for the IBM platform, whether good or bad.'

So what was the philosophy behind this project?
'My aim was to write the best game and combine the

features of flight simulation and role-playing.
BC:3000AD is a true 3D flight simulation much like any
other "true" 3D flight simulation, but it also incorporates

role-playing at a very low level, after all it is predomi-
nantly a flight sim.'

The artificial intelligence (AI) system must have been
a nightmare to implement, not to mention all the brrg

checks. According to Derek, the AI shell for the program
took six months to write and perfect.

'When I changed, enhanced or added a new feature,'
he says 'I had to go in and make the necessary changes
to the AI shell. Since I am a single programmer, I have
to be very careful that the program is bug-free before I
deliver it. I have an entire lab which includes over six
different types of computers running different DOS
versions with different configurations. If something is
going to happen, I'11 be the first to know about it.'

What is striking is the speed of the program, espe-

cially considering the graphics-intensive nature of the
game. I asked how this had been achieved.

'Without revealing trade secrets, I can tell you our
routines are very, very fast. The entire demo you viewed
is written entirely in C++, and see the speed? Imagine
what it'll be like when we convert everything to assem-
bly. We'll make Wing Commander and Falcon 3.0
look like prehistoric mammoths.

'Our routines still targetthe 286+ processor, mini-
mum DOS memory and storage requirements. The final
product will use less than 600k memory and less than
4Mb of disk space!

'On a final note, BC:3000AD will be the first game

on the market for the IBM platform that sports 32-btt
technology - we're talking serious speed and memory

abundance.' E

Battlecruiser:3002AD should be published by a maior
software house later this year.
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